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Asgardians of the galaxy film

With Chris Pratt joining the cast of Thor: Love and Thunder as Star-Lord, some fans may wonder if Thor, Star-Lord and the rest of the gang will officially become the Asgardians of the Galaxy. After all, that's what Thor called their team at the end of Avengers: Endgame. However, while this may seem like just a fun game on words, the
Asgardians of the Galaxy are an actual superhero team in the comics, and neither Thor nor the Guardians are included in the lineup. First appearance in 2018, the Asgardians of the Galaxy are a group of heroes who are all Asgardian connections. The original team included Angela, Valkyrie, Thunderstrike, Skurge, Throg and an
Asgardian Destroyer secretly launched by Kid Loki. While Valkyrie, Skurge and the Destroyer have all appeared in the Marvel Cinematic Universe, Valkyrie is the only one currently alive. That means, if this team were to be introduced with the original lineup in the MCU, the powers that would be would have to awaken the two fallen
members, in addition to launching Angela, Thunderstrike and Throg. Keep scrolling to keep reading Click the button below to start this article in quick view. Starting now The MCU is no stranger to character resurrection, but reincomposing Skurge and the Destroyer can be tricky. The last time audiences saw Skurge, he sacrificed himself
to help the rest of the Asgardians escape from Hela, with his body left behind when the empire was destroyed. The Destroyer also met its end in Thor when Loki sent it to kill his brother in New Mexico. Although there might be somewhere more lying around, the real challenge would be the launch of the armor's remote pilot, Kid Loki.
Considering the reformed was killed in Infinity War but surviving in a separate branch reality in Endgame, adding Kid Loki to the mix would be enough to confuse even the most hardcore fans. Nevertheless, perhaps this iteration of the character in the Loki series can be introduced on Disney+. As for the other half of the team, introducing
them may require some adjustments to each of their extensive backgrounds. Throg, for example, was originally a human named Simon Walterson who was turned into a frog by a witch. He met and befriended Thor, who was also a frog at the time and was granted the God of Thunder's forces when he was able to lift a fragment that broke
down from Mjolnir. Throg is one of the weirdest versions of Thor and it's hard to say how he'll fit into the MCU. Still, with Captain America floating Mjolnir in Endgame and Jane Foster set to lift the hammer in Thor: Love and Thunder, perhaps one day fans could see the Frog of Thunder pulling off the same feat. Thunderstrike's background
may also take time to build. Another ally of Thor's, the first Thunderstrike was a man Eric Masterson. He met and later became Thor before finally being given his namesake Asgardian mace and becoming his own hero. Complicate matters further is the fact that the original version of the character is not the same one that joined the
Asgardians of the Galaxy. Instead, it's Eric's son, Kevin, who inherited his father's weapon and took up the mantle. Despite his complex background, it may be possible to fast-track Thunderstrike's MCU debut by simplifying its origins. Ultimately, Angela's background could prove most challenging to integrate into the MCU. In the comics,
Angela Odin's firstborn was kidnapped and supposedly killed by the Queen of Angels when she was a baby. When the baby turned out to be alive, the Queen's handmade raised her as an Angel. Eventually, Angela's true line-up was revealed, and while she refused to join the Asgardians, she was still rejected by the Angels. However, in
the MCU, Hela's background has been changed and she has been revealed to be Odin's firstborn. As her role has already been filled by Hela, Angela's background might have to undergo significant changes if she were to make her way to the big screen. Alternatively, the MCU could introduce the Asgardians of the Galaxy with a slightly
different grid if some members were replaced with pre-established characters. Since the team is still fairly new, there's not much preference for other characters joining the team, lying plenty of room for the executives at Marvel Studios to put their stamp on it. READ ON: Thor: Love and Thunder - Sieve must return as New Asgard's
gatekeeper despite Glitches, HBO Max Pleased With Wonder Woman 1984 Debut on author Madeline Matsumoto-Duyan (90 Articles Published) More from Madeline Matsumoto-Duyan Chris Hemsworth is ready to re-play Thor as a member of the Asgardians of the Galaxy for a full movie after setting up in Avengers : Endgame. Chris
Hemsworth is ready to play Thor again in Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3 to bring the Asgardians of the Galaxy to life. Thor had one of the more fascinating trips in the Marvel Cinematic Universe; not only because of the arc of his story, but also the reception of the character. He was given a Shakespearean approach in his early days, but
Taika Waititi opened up the possibilities of Hemsworth's portrayal by leaning into his comedic ability in Thor: Ragnarok. The Russo brothers were then put in charge of the comedic but tragic arc of Thor for Avengers: Infinity War and Avengers: Endgame, and they took him to some surprising places. He lost his god-like physique and
understood he was trying to be someone he isn't. This revelation saw Thor hop aboard the Benatar to join the Guardians of the Galaxy. Fans hope that means Hemsworth will appear in Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3, and the actor is all for this new possible appearance. Keep browsing to keep going Click the button below to start this
article in quick view. Starting now during an interview with CinemaBlend, Hemsworth was asked about his future as Thor, which he doesn't quite know. He mentioned that he's willing to play him again if there's a approach that can be found. So when interviewer Asgardians of the Galaxy proposed, which Thor mentioned by name at the
end of Avengers: Endgame, as the logical and unique next approach, Hemsworth agreed, saying: I'll work with any of those guys. Asgardians of the Galaxy. It's actually great. You may just have me my next job. Thanks, man. At first, it may seem to fans that Thor is part of Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3 is a forenate conclusion, but there
has yet to be confirmation that this is the case. Based on this tease, though, it's hard to imagine the Asgardians of the Galaxy not appearing in a capacity in the next James Gunn-directed MCU movie. The Russo brothers weren't required to have this end to adhere to the MCU's long-term plans for the Guardians, but since Gunn is an
executive producer on Avengers: Endgame he was probably well aware that was the case when he started writing his script for the third installment of their franchise. The bigger question for fans, the Guardians, and Thor is whether it will become the standard roster going forward or not. Thor reels off his reign over New Asgard to Valkyrie,
so he no longer has that burden and could be a full-time member of the Guardians squad from now on. However, with Waititi reportedly previously pitching its plans for Thor 4, Hemsworth could also be part of that story. Whether the Asgardians of the Galaxy live in the MCU's future or are just part of Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3,
Hemsworth's time with the character doesn't appear to be over. MORE: All the ways avengers: Endgame set guardians of the Galaxy 3 Source: CinemaBlend Pixar's Soul Has a Secret John Ratzenberger Cameo, Director confirms related topics Movie News guardians of the galaxy 3 thor 4 About The Author Cooper Hood (4214 Articles
Published) More From Cooper Hood SALT LAKE CITY - Guardians of Galaxy director James Gunn certainly reportedly a potential title idea for the third film. Gunn shared a screenshot on Instagram from a fan requesting that the next film not be called Asgardians of the Galaxy, which is a callback to Thor (Chris Hemsworth) joining the
Guardians team, calling them the Asgardians of the Galaxy. It's also the name of a comic book series from Marvel, according to Digital Spy. In Gunn's post, he didn't worry about the fan's request, indicating that the film won't be called Asgardians of the Galaxy. Yes, but: None of this is official until Marvel releases the film's title, poster and
trailer. Still: Thor star Chris Hemsworth told CinemaBlend he wanted to appear in the upcoming Guardians movie. I'll play that character again. I love it so much — especially if there's something unique to do with it again. I felt like the last three films time was very, very different, Hemsworth said. It really felt like a totally different character.
And I don't even know when or if they're shooting [Guardians of the Galaxy 3]. After After Avengers purple tour, I went and buried my head in the sand. What they say: While many characters have their bows wrapped in 'Avengers: Endgame,' like Black Widow, Iron Man, and Captain America, Thor was one of the only original Avengers to
seemingly get a new bow towards the end, giving up reigns from New Asgard to Tessa Thompson's Valkyrie just so he could deal with the Guardians of the Galaxy, according to ComicBook.com Read more : Lady Gaga is being considered for 'Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3' to play Bradley Cooper's love interest, says (Deseret News)
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